
What is Augur? Well, put simply, Augur is potentially the seventh information revolution.
The Internet is often described as the information revolution as if it were the only one, but of course that’s woefully inaccurate.
An information revolution can be defined as a quantum leap in the speed, quality, ease, depth and or breath of the transmission of knowledge among humans from how information had been previously transmitted. 
It’s a big change that sharply expands the scale and scope of human access to knowledge and massively reduces the scale and scope of ignorance, confusion, deception, risk and uncertainty, hopefully propelling the species forward
1. Language2. Prices – Adam Smith’s “Invisible Hand” and Frederich Von Hayek’s “Use of Knowledge In Society”3. Electricity (telegraph, telephone)5.   TV and Radio – one-way broadcast of audio and video across nations6.   The internet
We now have information overload – and a lot of it is bad information
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Demo: app.augur.net
7. Open prediction markets enable quicker, cleaner, easier to monitor, easier to track broadcast, consumption and feedback of knowledge, powered by the “Wisdom of the Crowd”
We see a world gripped by profound uncertainty, misinformation and information overload.
A world becoming more fast paced and less predictable – more exciting and more dangerous. 
A world where our security, success and well-being and our ability to effectively respond increasingly depend on a clear and quick understanding of where things stand and where they're headed in politics, finance, economics, international affairs, science, technology and on other fronts. 
That’s the kind of uncertainty that interests the Augur Project. 
We’re building what you can think of as a crowdsourced forecasting tool to help people better monitor, manage and exploit uncertainty. 
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The Augur Project is developing the world's first open, open-source, decentralized prediction market platform where anyone from anywhere will be able to create a prediction market about anything (as easily as you can create a blog post) or trade in one.
Prediction markets can be markets for speculation in anything such as “Hillary Clinton will become US President” by January 1, 2017, or “the latest Star Wars film will make $3 billion” or “a big earthquake in Chile will lead to the loss of 100,000 lives and $1 billion in property damage.”
The system intends to leverage the "Wisdom of the Crowd” and financial market incentives to get the market's earliest read on exactly these types of questions – the crowd-forecast, the best forecast on everything from economic turning points to geopolitical flashpoints to entertainment industry surprises. 
Our hope is that this will evolve into:
"The World's Best Early Warning System for Everything” or a 
“Bloomberg Terminal for Event Forecasts” or 
“A Weather Report That’s About A Lot More Than The Weather.”
We want people to find surveying the odds of any major event to be as easy and as familiar as surveying the weather report for the odds of precipitation.
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Augur is being built to be decentralized, almost completely automated and  - yhrough an array of economic incentives and disinincentives for market creators, market traders and market referees – completely self-sustaining from end to end.
It will run on a distributed network called Ethereum that allows for direct peer-to-peer transactions, automated/algorithm-enforced custody of funds. There will be no human custodians of other people's funds. There will be little or no principal-agent problem, counterparty risk or central points of failure. Users will not need to trust other humans with their money (cryptocurrency). To whatever extent funds need to be held during trading periods on active markets, they're held by disinterested programs or algorithms, not by humans.
The system will run on code and decentralized consensus. Like email (SMTP), the system functions as a decentralized protocol that exists "everywhere, yet nowhere" via the emerging Ethereum network, so it is not vulnerable to the failure of any one individual node. Even its referee system -- which determines whether predicted events happened or not -- will be decentralized, involving a broadly distributed global consensus formed from hundreds of referees across the world who bought into the crowdsale. 
Augur will be more than a prediction market -- it has never before been left to the market, to the general public, to decide which prediction markets it was most 
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interested in seeing. It has never been left to the free market – the general public – to decide what it wants to specuate upon. We are already seeing evidence through the current demo trials that Augur could evolve from being a prediction market platform into something more - a kind of dynamic, highly-charged, money-driven, real-time forum. 
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We think, after equities, bonds, derivatives and commodities, that this has the not so insignificant possibility of being the world’s next big financial market
And the basis for a new type of media platform as well as the foundation for a new kind of objectively and epirically determined meritocracy of true experts who know their fields well enough to be able to anticipate change in those fields better than most.
While other talk of unicorns, the Augur Project envisions entirely new enchanted forestsWith significant opportunities for banks and other financial institutions and groupsTo participate as market creators, liquidity providers and market makers.
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Just to give you a glimpse of what we believe to be our potential, this is a Google Analytics map of where interest came from during our $5 million 45-day crowdsale, which was ranked among the top 20 of all time.
Interest from Oslo to Capetown, Santiago to Inner Mongolia. Disproportionate interest in speculation-loving cultures such as Brazil and China.
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This is a country map
The only subcontinetal region we’re somewhat weak in a significant segment of Subsaharan Africa, mostly parts in conflict.And we have plans for that region… we think Africa could use prediction markets (among other things, to be able to more easily hedge against poitical, currency and weather risk).
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Our platform will use the Wisdom of the Crowd and market incentives to power a prediction market platform that generates market driven probabilities and world-best forecasts on questions like:
Will Spain be Western Europe’s top performing economy this year?
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Will Iran test detonate a nuclear bomb?
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Will Greece abandon the euro?
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Will the Eurozone fall apart? Will the Schengen concept fall apart?Will the entire European Union fall apart?
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Will Donald Trump become US President?
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Will Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff be impeached?
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Will there be a shooting incident between China and another Pacific power?
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Will there be a shooting incident between Russia and NATO?
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Will Chile suffer a devestating earthquake resulting in $1 billion in property damage and the loss of 100,000 lives?
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Will a cure to diabetes be discovered?
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Will oil prices jump above $50?
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Will they fall below $10?
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Will the latest Star Wars film gross more than $3 billion?
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Will China’s FOXCONN lay off more than 30% of its workforce over the next 12 months?
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Will George and Amal Clooney divorce?
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Will Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner re-marry?
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Too many of the sources we count on to make good judgments about the right course of action are contaminated by “noise”
bias, ego, error, flawed methods, ideology, groupthink, habit, inertia, political correctness, taboo, vested interests, ulterior motives, fragmentation, deception, intimidation, cults of celebrity, cliques of punditry, flat-out ignorance, inaccuracy and random fluff. 

“Experts” are often wrong – sometimes catastrophically so*.
**http://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/8-legendary-business-predictions-that-missed-the-mark/
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In just the past year, we’ve been hit with big surprises and even bigger questions 
about the future direction of :

Latin America
The “United” States

The “United” Kingdom
The European “Union”

Russia
China
Japan

South Africa
Cuba

Venezuela
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Egypt
Iran

Israel and the rest of the Middle East
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In many cases, we are all flying blind.
We could all use a bit more 

clarity about the future.
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The Augur Project starts with the question, what if we could tap into the “Wisdom of the Crowd” on demand and pool the vast reservoirs of knowledge, insight and awareness that rest in the minds of every one of us 
In real time? 24/7/365
We are all unique. People across the world from various places have various perspectives and different levels of access to different sources of information, and difference kinds of knowledge, wisdom and insight – by pooling all of that diversity into one system, using financial market incentives, we could get a more complete, more honest, better informed and instant reading on the present and head start on the future. 
Like bringing together the pieces of a puzzle.
Two minds are better than one, right? 
Well, what about a thousand?How about a million?
A billion….?
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Imagine a Crystal BallA crystal ball that could make the path we’re on just a little clearer….
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How many of you are familiar with the arguments for prediction markets?
Prediction markets are windows into the future 

in which people “say” what they think will happen by 
“putting their money where their mouths are" 

and therefore have a financial and reputational incentive to get it right. 
People talk, but money talks more clearly and reveals more.
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In some sense, prediction markets are nothing new, because all markets are forms of prediction markets — prices in markets for all goods, all services (including all labor) and all assets are driven by expectations about the future.
For instance:
• investors in equity markets buy and sell stock in companies - driving share prices up or down - based on whether any particular expected event (CEO departure, new product launch, buyout/merger, etc.) will drive any given company's sales, profits and general value up or down
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• speculators in the trading of coffee, oranges, pork bellies and other futures buy and sell these commodities based on whether government policy, weather or any other expected development will lead supply to outpace or further outpace demand or vice versa. The same goes for resources like copper and natural gas. Just the hint of the risk of a possible war (rather than the actual reality of one) can buffet the price of a commodity (like oil) whose availability is seen as vulnerable to the risk of disruption.
Price of oil and Persian Gulf War I
Orange futures are better predictors of Florida weather that weather forecasts
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• land prices typically soar on expectations new highways, commercial centers, new infrastructure or other big investments will be built nearby
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• salaries (which are basically “prices” for labor) are based on the value added employers expect workers to bring in over the coming year.

======
The problem though with using market prices such as these examples, is that it can be hard and time consuming figuring out what specific factor is driving a price up or down at any given time
Pure prediction markets isolate and filter market speculation to speculation about specific events.
The price of the prediction at any time becomes a rough measure of what "The Crowd” thinks is the probability of that specific event.
====
Prediction markets are more accurate on average than the usual surveys, industry forecasts, experts and pundits. 
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That’s clear from a massive and ever-growing library of case studies and academic research.
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In 1986, NASA personally arranged for schoolchildren across the US to view the historic flight of the Challenger shuttle - and the first-ever schoolteacher astronaut -live on NASA TV. That turned out to be a very, very bad idea. What these children witnessed instead, live, was the shuttle exploding in midair, prompting one of the most intense investigations in US history. A presidential commission concluded that the cause was a defect in the booster rockets. Its report came just over five months after the disaster. While that’s light speed by Washington standards, on Wall Street traders in the equity market (which is a kind of prediction market) punished the stocks of several NASA contractors in a matter of minutes. 
Most bounced back later in the day, but Morton Thiokol’s kept sinking and stayed down in chaotic trading. It took five more months for the government to officially accuse the company.
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The widely watched UK elections in May 2015 were another massive upset… for prediction markets. They were expected to be a hair-thin, nail-biting minority-government victory for Labour. Instead, they were a blowout for Conservatives – no coalition partners required. Contrary to the breathless, nerve-wracking suspense conveyed in the media, prediction markets — where people actually predict who will win and put their own money (and reputations) behind their call — had predicted the victory of Cameron and his Conservative Party for some time, well before the election
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You guessed it. Prediction markets won for Most Accurate Oscar Ballot Forecast, even when it was only play money involved. In a 2001 study, the Hollywood Stock Exchange play-money markets predicted the 2000 Oscar winners better than 4 out of 5 columnists who made concurrent forecasts. Applause, applause.
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In Israel’s elections we saw something similar to what we saw in the UK with Cameron. With the aid of top people who had been involved in the Obama presidential election campaigns, Labor was expedcted by a lot of top pundits in Israel and the US to squeak a narrow win. Instead they massively lost. Now, I don’t think prediction markets anticipated the extent of Netanyahu’s victory, but Likud was almost always above 50% odds for most of the duration of trading, narrowing a bit only in the final days, like Cameron.
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Years ago, prediction-market software maker and consultancy Crowdcast (now part of Mindjet), was hired to help a video game group improve its forecasts. Did they ever. Crowdcast not only included top managers but also game developers closer to the bottom rung and gave them play money – basically, turning the forecasting of game sales into “…well, a game” as the original article puts it. The workers were 32% more accurate than the managers - the lower employees were in status, the higher their forecast accuracy and accumulated play-money wealth tended to be. 
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Google’s using themWe hear second-hand that IMF is exploring use of them to improve the accuracy of its economic forecastsThe American intelligence community is desperate to have them.
In 2008, the CIA authorized public release of an essay that amounts to the strongest single argument for prediction markets, calling them aStock Market for Intelligence:https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol50no4/using-prediction-markets-to-enhance-us-intelligence-capabilities.html
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General overview of the system:--cryptocurrency funds are brought in (the system does not touch fiat, only cryptocurrency and will be cryptocurrency agnostic)--markets are created and promoted on social networks--trading occurs--how the system decides whether a predicted event happened or not
This is a “closed loop” of economic incentives and disencentives (including game theory) crafted to make the system decentralized, automated, autonomous, self-sustaining.
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The core financial aspect of the system – and its economic incentives and disincentives – are the transaction fees on all buys/sales.
Every time someone posts a market, they decide what they want the transaction fee to be and when the market should close for the decision to be made on whether the prediction happened or not. 
If they set it at 2% and $1 million in trading occurs on the market between the time it was created and the time it matures then transaction fees of $200,000 are accumulated. $100,000 goes to the market creator and $100,000 to the holders of reputation tokens, the system referees.This revenue split is repeated over all of the markets.
The reputation token holders are those who buy reputation tokens during the crowdsale – they enjoy the benefit of shared transaction fees, but also have the obligation to help referee the system and judge on the outcome of events truthfully. 
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If they don’t, and if an individual referee’s decisions across multiple markets is out of alignment with the consensus, that referee loses portions of his reputation holdings and voting clout (up to 20% in each voting round) to more “honest” and diligent reputation token holders to maintain system integrity.
A sophisticated algorithm assesses referees’ behavior across multiple decisions each voting round and determines which ones are straying badly from the consensus.
The empirical, automated, game theory aspects extend not only to how referees are disciplined, but to how they’re selected. They’re not subjectively/ arbitrarily selected – they’re self-selected (they selected themselves) based on their empirically established behavior, specifically by their participation in the crowdsale to support development of Augur.
REP token holders (referees) are those who purchased Augur’s REP tokens during the summer 2015 crowdsale. Their voting clout and their share of system trading fee revenues is proportiona to the percentage contribution they made to the crowdsale.
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That crowdsale – which started August 17 and ended October 1 and became one of the top 25 crowdsales of all time – served three purposes:
--it funds future development, operation, promotional, legal and other costs--it also determines who the refeeres are: the thinking being those who pay to support the system are those most likely to preserve its integrity by reporting on predictions accurately and reliably--it determines how much voting power each referee has: voting clout is assigned based on the number of reputation tokens purchased--it determines how much of a portion they get of the 50% of all system trading fees: the % of all REP tokens you own determines how large a % you get of the 50% of all platform generated trading fees
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--creates an army of advocates of the system. We now have 2700+ reporters. That means up to 2700 people all over the world invested in the system’s integrity and promotion. --serves as a marketing / awareness-raising event. Provides market validation of significant, widespread, pent-up global demand for a tool like this and future enterprise
Key details:--$500,000 raised within 6 hours --$1.3 million in just over a day--in 4 days, we’d received more than Oculus Rift (before it became part of facebook) in the entire 30-day Kickstarter campaign
All of the above despite significant obstacles:--despite the fact that we didn’t do this on kickstarter and made the donations cryptocurrency based, which, despite improvements, it is still harder to pay in cryptocurrency than fiat--despite the fact that owning the currency is essentially a work contract with obligations. It is *not*  straight ownership but that ownership is conditionally *meritocratic* based on your performance in sticking with the consensus. Retaining ownership comes with work obligations to judge fairly and accurately on prediction 
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markets that have matured and reached their decision dates.--A large number of these buyers are first time buyers of cryptocurrency as we’re finding in livechat website tech support service that we provide and reddit and other venues in which we handle inquiries from the community
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Our timeline:Alpha demo has been out since JuneBeta demo comes out in a few weeksSecurity audits, penetration testing and bug bounties followThen we go live – projected to be around Spring 2016
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